Urban Context

The Grössling complex has a unique position inside Bratislava. It is located in the heat of the city, therefore it’s
an important task of the building to communicate well with its surroundings.
The surrounding area features urban blocks, which are typical of the 19th Century. Various buildings make up
a city block, which has a closed perimeter outside and contains various courtyards inside. Our urban concept
is to create similar conditions by enclosing the urban block with two infills as well as creating courtyards of
various qualities.
The building has two important connections. One is to the Medena square on its northern side and the Danube on its southern side. Medena square is already a place with great spatial qualities as well as a lush green
setting. This is only enhanced by turning the small street into a reduced access zone, thereby creating a lively
public square. Only maintenance and operational vehicles a well as users requiring wheelchair access can enter
this road. This allows the square to strengthen its vibrant urban character.
Although the Danube on the southern side is at a greater distance, yet it’s an important geographic force, especially considering the function of the building. Therefore we are striving to establish a strong link between the
bath and the Danube.

Architectural concept

The Grössling building concept has a rich architectural history. Throughout its lifetime there have been several
modifications, alterations and extensions. This is natural for the lifecycle of such a building. Grössling is currently a spatial and temporal fabric consisting of these constructional interventions.
The main concept of our current architectural intervention is to cherish the culture of bathing and bring life
back to the building by opening it up to the public. Grössling is bound to be the place for spiritual and physical
immersion. The reflection of the water on the ceiling; the clouds of the steam rolling between the spaces; the
taste of a freshly brewed coffee; the smell of a book which has not been opened in a long time; the chill of the
water touching the feet all serve to activate the sensory system of the visitor. By entering the building the user
shall forget the business of everyday life and immerse themselves in a sense of calmness.
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Tradition and modernity of the Bath

Bathing has been part of humanity since its inception. There has been institutionalised bathing facilities since
the Roman age. Back then bathing was a space to socialise as well as do the daily hygiene routines. Today the
role of the Bath has changed, it is a place to immerse in different sensual experiences as well as to relax and
refresh body and soul. The aim of our Bathing concept was to create a multitude of experiences. This is accomplished by utilizing the existing bathing facilities as well as adding new ones.
The interactive bath occupies the majority of the historic building. On the 1st floor there is the traditional swimming pool as well as the sitting pools. An indoor-outdoor pool is added which can be used all year round. In the
oldest historical place we’ve established a wet library where users can read in the water. The entrance can be
accessed by the historical corner entrance as well as another entrance on Kupelna street, which is a wheelchair
friendly entrance. The changing rooms and sanitary facilities are in the basement and the 2nd floor. The routes
in the street clothes and the routes in bathing suits are separated. On the top floor there are the administrational
facilities as well as the massages and therapeutic procedures.
The resting bath area has its entrance on the Danube side. It occupies the modernist building as well as the
former machinery hall. Changing rooms are in the basement. There are saunas on the 1st and the 2nd floor. The
saltwater pool is nestled between the existing buildings, its lighting providing its sensual atmosphere. Above
that there is a protected roof terrace with a hot and cold water dipping pool.

A social gathering place, the library

The function of the library has vastly changed in the past decades. The ability to gather virtually all information
from the internet has prompted many to foresee the annihilation of the library as a function. Yet libraries still
exist and are being morphed into a new role. This is to serve as a public living room accessible for everybody.
Libraries have a more social role than ever. They serve as a place to meet, study together, host events and be
there as an accessible space. Our aim was to embrace these qualities while also retaining the traditional quiet library spaces as well. The function of our library is stretched into four stories: the basement contains the necessary storage spaces, at the ground level (on the first floor) there is the entrance as well as the social, interactive
part of the library. This can also be easily converted into an event space for up to 160 people. The floor above
houses the 0-24h library, as well as the traditional quiet area. We’ve dedicated the top floor to a children’s library,
since it’s very important for children to be accustomed to books and knowledge by a very young age. Besides
the children’s area the administrational facilities are housed on this floor as well.
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Complementing the four elements found in our Grössling concept, we’ve thought of including the fifth element,
ether. Ether was the rarified element formerly believed to be the fifth element filling the upper regions of the
space.
Our ethereal intervention is a small floating platform on the Danube right next to the Grössling building, which
houses a little sauna and bathing facilities.
This has two aims: getting the citizens involved in the Grössling development. Getting the citizens participated
in a public project of such scale is crucial. Involvement had already happened before the competition. We’ve
envisioned a way to continue doing this while the planning and the construction is going on. The aim is that by
the time Grössling opens it will be well known and popular.
The other aim is to strengthen the connection to the river. The Danube is a symbolic and vital part of Europe
and Bratislava. Therefore we think it’s important to make aware of this close connection between Grössling and
Danube.
The fate of the platform is decided upon the completion of the construction. Maybe it will stay here as a permanent facility, maybe it will be relocated to a new area where the relation between land and water is bound to
be improving.
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Baths have been organised since the roman times around various indoor and outdoor spaces. In the turkish
times, which are very relevant for the bathing culture of Central Europe, baths were also organised around central courtyards.
Our concept was to hone this tradition and organise the functions of the Grössling concept around four courtyards and terraces. The four courtyards correspond to the four basic elements of nature: air, fire, earth and
water. The four courtyards belong to the four basic functions of the building complex: the café, the library, the
interactive bath and the resting bath.
The area of the fire belongs to the resting bath. It is characterised by the fiery hotness of the saunas and the
alternation of hot and cold water.
The area of the water belongs to the interactive bath. Its main feature is the courtyard dipped in water. This
contains the indoor-outdoor pool area.
The area of the earth belongs to the library. It’s characterised by a courtyard featuring a lush green garden, creating an exciting yet intimate atmosphere to immerse in culture.
The area of the air belongs to the café. Its courtyard is full of sun and air and is suitable for enjoying the day as
well as hosting events.

Materials and atmosphere

The Grössling complex should be characterized by a careful selection of materials. We tried to find a balance
providing a richness of materials yet avoiding sensory overload. The material palette we are using builds heavily
on the exisitng materials. Inspired by the ceramics found in the derelict building we are using a variety of cermics and stones. Besides materials the natural elements like the greenery and the water play a very important
part in the atmosphere of the spaces. This is enhanced by the steamy air of the bath areas. The places with
a more industrial character are going to have surfaces with exposed brick material. Further materials we are
using are plaster, pigmented concrete and wood . The roofs are clad in small shingles.
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Library and bath: besides each other, working together

Putting a library and a bathing facility into the same building complex is a daring task, yet we can fully support
this decision. Mixed use buildings are the building blocks of future cities. They create livelier living spaces, as
well as contribute to a more sustainable 24hour use of the urban spaces.
We’ve embraced the concept of putting together a café, a bath with two separate characters as well as a library.
Naturally they have to work seamlessly besides each other. But this is only the first step, which we wanted to
take another step further by integrating these different functions more closely. We’ve created visual connections where users can have a peak or even a broader view between the different functional spaces. This encourages the usage of the building, users who came for the library are more likely to come back next time for
the bath and vice versa. This is amplified even further by the fully public café, which has the capacity to draw
in different crowds.
We’ve created one space where the integration between library and bath is even stronger than visual. We’ve
designed a “wet library”. This is a space where readers can sit in the water and read (waterproof) books. This is
an experience which can not be found elsewhere. It creates an experience similar to sitting in a bathtub full of
warm water and reading a book, but on a bigger scale.

Maintenance and operations

The configuration of the building allows a seamless operation of all functions. The café, the library and the bath
each have operational areas in the basement. These can be accessed separately by the different vertical cores.
Necessary Hvac equipment is located in the basement, or in the case of new areas in the overhead spaces. The
technological facilities of the pools are located underneath them. The transformer station is kept in its current
location.
Outside access to the operational areas happens from the Medena square. The road in front of the building has
been converted into a reduced access street. This road can only be used temporarily by the operational and
maintenance vehicles as well as users needing wheelchair access.
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